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Surface plasmons with ultrasmall optical mode volume and strong near field enhancement can be used to
realize nanoscale light-matter interaction. Combining surface plasmons with the quantum system provides
the possibility of nanoscale realization of important quantum optical phenomena, including the
electromagneticallyinduced transparency(EIT), whichhasmanyapplicationsinnonlinearquantumoptics
and quantum information processing. Here, using a custom-designed resonant plasmon nanocavity, we
demonstrate polarized position-dependent linewidth-controllable EIT spectra at the nanoscale. We
analyticallyobtainthedoublecoherentpopulationtrappingconditionsinadouble-Lquantumsystemwith
crossing damping, which give two transparent points in the EIT spectra. The linewidths of the three peaks
areextremelysensitivetothelevelspacingoftheexcitedstates,theRabifrequenciesanddetuningsofpump
fields, and the Purcell factors. In particular the linewidth of the central peak is exceptionally narrow. The
hybrid system may have potential applications in ultra-compact plasmon-quantum devices.
S
urfaceplasmonsinmetallicnanostructures,whichoriginatefromthecollectiveoscillationsoffreeelectrons
inmetal
1,haveattractedgreatinterestinlight-atominteraction
2.Comparedwithotherphotonicstructures,
plasmon nanostructures provide large and anisotropic Purcell factors caused by an ultrasmall volume of
optical modes
3–7. Together with the strong near field enhancement near the resonant plasmonic structure, the
superiority of its Purcell factor has been applied in the nanoscale realization of quantum phenomena, such as
enhancement and quenching of fluorescence of molecules and quantum dots
8–13, single surface plasmon
sources
14–16, resonance fluorescence of single emitters
17,18, modification of spontaneous emission
19, etc.
Coherentpopulationtrapping(CPT)inthestablestateoflight-atominteractionistheoriginofmanyquantum
coherence effects. Two kinds of mechanisms for CPT are widely investigated. One is the ordinary two-photon
resonanceleadingtotheconventionalelectromagneticallyinducedtransparency(EIT)
20,21,wherethepopulations
are coherently trapped in the two lower levels of the three-level L or four-level double-L system
22,23. Due to
elimination of absorption and deceleration of the group velocity at the transparent point, EIT has many sub-
stantial applications in nonlinear quantum optics, such as large Kerr nonlinearity
24–26, four- and six-wave mix-
ing
27–33, cross phase modulation
24,26,34,35, etc. EIT has also played an important role in quantum information
processing, such as quantum memories
36–40, quantum state transfer
41,42, quantum gates
16,24,43, quantum entangle-
ment
44,45, etc.
Another mechanism for CPT is related to the crossing damping between two closely lying upper levels, which
originates from the interaction with the common vacuum of the electromagnetic field. By involving the crossing
dampingintothetrappingcondition,thepopulationscanbecoherentlytrappedintheupperlevelsofathree-level
V-system or four-level system containing V-configuration, which leads to several spontaneously generated
coherence (SGC) effects, i.e., spontaneous emission cancelation
46, quantum beats of population oscillations
47,
andnarrowingofspectrallinesnearthetrappingcondition
48,49.Crossingdampingtermsarecloselyrelatedtothe
Purcell factors in the electromagnetic environment
50. Plasmonic structures with ultrasmall optical mode volume
have the advantage of providing large and anisotropic Purcell factors
3–7, thus they can be used to affect the SGC
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ency in the four-level double-L system is scarcely investigated
51,52.
Here, using the custom-designed resonant plasmon nanocavity
withbothlargeanisotropicPurcellfactorsandstrongnear-fieldexcita-
tion, we demonstrate linewidth-controllable and position-dependent
polarized EIT spectra of a quantum system at the nanoscale (Fig. 1).
we first analytically derivethe double trappingofcoherent populations
in the double-L quantum system with the crossing damping. One is
the two-photon resonance with the populations trapped in the two
lower levels and the other is assisted by the crossing damping, where
the populations can be coherently pulled into the two upper levels,
yielding two transparent points in theEIT spectra. Using the evolution
of the master equation, three-peaked and linewidth-controllable EIT
spectra are obtained, in agreement with the outcomes from a dressed
state analysis. The linewidths of three peaks can be effectively modu-
lated by the level spacing of the upper levels, the Rabi frequencies and
detunings of pump fields, and the Purcell factors. In particular, the
linewidth of the central peak is extremely narrow, much less than the
natural linewidth. This ultracompact plasmon-quantum combined
system may have potential applications in the nonlinear quantum
optics and quantum information processing.
Results
Double trapping of coherent populations. Consider a closed
double-L system with two closely lying upper levels ja1æ and ja2æ
and two ground levels jb1æ and jb2æ (Fig. 1). Both transitions from
upper levels ja1æ with energy h  va1 and ja2æ with energy h  va2 to the
lower level jb1æ with energy h  vb1 are driven by a strong field with
the frequency n1 and detunings defined as D11~va1{vb1{n1,
D21~va2{vb1{n1. Simultaneously, a weak probe field with the
frequency n2 acts on both transitions from ja1æ and ja2æ to jb2æ
with energy h  vb2 and detunings are D12~va1{vb2{n2,
D22~va2{vb2{n2, respectively. These transitions are also
coupled by the vacuum modes of electromagnetic fields. In the
weak coupling region, with the Weisskopf-Wigner approximation,
the spontaneous decay rate from the upper level jaiæ to the ground
level jbjæ is cij, and the crossing damping between two close upper
states is k 5 k1 1 k2. With the dipole and rotation-wave
approximations, the interacting system can be described by the
Hamiltonian in the interaction picture
Hint~h  D11 a1 ji a1 hj zh  D21 a2 ji a2 hj zh   D11{D12 ðÞ b2 ji b2 hj
{ h  V11 a1 ji b1 hj zh  V21 a2 ji b1 hj zh  V12 a1 ji ð b2 hj
zh  V22 a2 ji b2 hj zH:c:Þ
ð1Þ
where Vij~~ mij:~ Ej
.
2h   ðÞ , for i, j 5 1, 2, is the Rabi frequency of the
coherent field with the complex amplitude ~ Ej coupling the transition
fromtheupperleveljaiætothelowerleveljbjæwiththecorresponding
electric dipole moment~ mij. In the following, the coherent field ~ Ej can
be provided at the nanoscale by a resonant plasmon cavity.
We can gain some physical insights underlying the transparency
windows associated with the phenomena of coherent population
trapping by finding the eigenstates of the state vectors which are
decoupled from the vacuum modes to eliminate the fluorescense
and thus the absorption. The trapping eigenstates corresponding
to a zero eigenvalue will be the steady solution of equation (7) (see
Methods), the existence of which requires
V11V22{V12V21 jj
2{ D11{D12 ðÞ D11 V21 jj
2zD21 V11 jj
2   
zi D11{D12 ðÞ
c11zc12
2
V21 jj
2z
c21zc22
2
V11 jj
2
 
{
k1zk2
2
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11V21{
k 
1zk 
2
2
V11V
 
21
 
~0:
ð2Þ
This equation gives i) the conventional two-photon resonance con-
dition (D11 5 D12), which makes the population trapping in ground
levels jb1æ and jb2æ; and ii) the SGC-induced trapping condition
D11 V21 jj
2zD21 V11 jj
2~0
and
c11zc12
2
V21 jj
2z
c21zc22
2
V11 jj
2
{
k1zk2
2
V
 
11V21{
k 
1zk 
2
2
V11V
 
21~0:
ð3Þ
The SGC-trapping leads to the population trapping in levels ja1æ,
ja2æ, and jb1æ. According to the symmetry of the system, analogous
trapping conditions for levels ja1æ, ja2æ, and jb2æ exist. To obtain
complete SGC-induced transparency, dipole moments between the
closely lyingtransitions have to beparallel to generate the maximum
destructive interference even with anisotropic Purcell factors. When
double trapping occurs at the same point with D11 5 D12 5
v12jV11j
2/(jV11j
2 1 jV21j
2), where v12~va1{va2 is the upper spa-
cing, the zero eigenvalue of equation (7) has twofold degeneracy and
all the superpositions of the two corresponding eigenstates are trap-
pingstates.Asshowninthemethods,plasmonnanostructurescanbe
used to control the decay rates cij and ki for i, j 5 1 or 2 through
nanoscale anisotropic Purcell factors.
Predictions of dressed state analysis. To explain the characteristics
of the numerical absorption spectral profile in the following (Figs. 2,
3, and 5), now we give the dressed state analysis
53. Writing the
Figure 1 | Theplasmon-quantumcombinedsystem.Theschematicsofaresonantsilvernanocavity,adouble-Lquantumsystemwithcrossingdamping
between two closely lying upper levels, and its dressed states.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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ja2æ, and jb1æ as
H~h  D11 a1 ji a1 hj zh  D21 a2 ji a2 hj
z h  V11 a1 ji b1 hj zh  V21 a2 ji b1 hj zH:c: ðÞ :
ð4Þ
We obtain expressions for its eigenvectors corresponding to
eigenvalues l1, l2, and l3
D1 ji
D2 ji
D3 ji
0
B B @
1
C C A~M
a1 ji
a2 ji
b1 ji
0
B B @
1
C C A,
M~
l1{D21 ðÞ V11
Z1
l1{D11 ðÞ V21
Z1
l1{D11 ðÞ l1{D21 ðÞ
Z1
l2{D21 ðÞ V11
Z2
l2{D11 ðÞ V21
Z2
l2{D11 ðÞ l2{D21 ðÞ
Z2
l3{D21 ðÞ V11
Z3
l3{D11 ðÞ V21
Z3
l3{D11 ðÞ l3{D21 ðÞ
Z3
0
B B B B B B B B @
1
C C C C C C C C A
ð5Þ
whereZi5 [(li2D11)
2(li 2D21)
21(li2 D11)
2jV21j
21(li2 D21)
2
jV11j
2]
1/2.After considering the dissipationandthecoupling oftheweak
probe field, we get the equations of motion for the density matrix of
dressed states and especially the diagonal elements (for more details see
Supplementary Equation 2). The absorption lines of the probe field are
related to the fluorescence of spontaneously emitted photons for the
same transition. Thus for simplicity we only pay attention to the
modified decay rates of the diagonal matrix elements rDiDi, since they
determine separately the linewidths of the peaks in the absorption
spectra and the spontaneously emission spectra, given by the expression
CDi~
1
Z2
i
c11zc12 ðÞ V11 jj
2 li{D21 ðÞ
2z c21zc22 ðÞ V21 jj
2 li{D11 ðÞ
2  
z k1zk2 ðÞ V
 
11V21 li{D11 ðÞ li{D21 ðÞ
z k 
1zk 
2
  
V11V
 
21 li{D11 ðÞ li{D21 ðÞ
 
,
ð6Þ
where i 5 1, 2, 3. According to the dressed state analysis, the positions
and linewidths of the absorption lines can be predicted. The linewidths
of the three-peaked absorption spectra can be effectively controlled by
the level spacing, the Rabi frequencies and detunings of pump fields,
and the Purcell factors.
Linewidth-controllable three-peaked EIT spectra. To fully investi-
gate the double trapping on varies parameters, we numerically
calculated the absorption spectra from the ground level jb2æ to
upper levels ja1æ and ja2æ through the standard approach based on
themasterequationforthedensitymatrixelements(formoredetails
seeSupplementaryEquation1).Theresponseofthequantumsystem
to the probe field is governed by its polarization P~
e0 E2xzE
 
2x      
2 and the susceptibility x(n2) is proportional to
2N
e0E2
m 
12ra1b2zm 
22ra2b2
  
. Dipole moments from the upper levels
to one ground level in the double-L atomic system are assumed to
be parallel to demonstrate double-trapping EIT and all dipole
moments are set to be equal. Dipoles from the upper levels to
different ground levels are orthogonal, one pair of which are along
the z axis and the other along the x axis.
Full numerical calculations for the complex susceptibility as a
function of the detuning of the probe field are presented in Fig. 2.
TheRabifrequenciesareV115V2153.0c0andV125V2250.03c0,
the detuning of the coupling field is fixed at D11 5 0.0v12, and the
PurcellfactorsaresettobeCxx5Czz51.0c0.Theabsorptionspectra
of the imaginary part of the susceptibility (Fig. 2a) show two trans-
parency channels in an isotropic vacuum with the presence of the
maximal SGC. The first type of transparency occurring at D12 5
0.0v12 corresponds to the conventional EIT in a double-L system
under the two-photon resonance condition, which is retained as the
upper spacing v12 varies. The corresponding dark state is the super-
position of jb1æ and jb2æ, the populations of which are inversely
proportional to the square of Rabi frequencies. According to the
population distribution for v12 5 0.0c0, the only transparency win-
dow in the spectrum should be classified as the first type. The second
one at D12 5 0.5v12, induced by SGC
51, fulfils the condition in
equation (3). In contrast to the EIT dark state with empty upper
levels, the trapping state induced by the destructive interference has
the distribution of ra1a1 : ra2a2 : rb2b2~ 1z
V22 jj
2
V12 jj
2
   2
V12 jj
2: 1z ð
V12 jj
2
V22 jj
2Þ
2 V22 jj
2: V
2
12. Thus, the population in jb2æ increases with v12.
The population distributions from the analytical eigenstates for the
zero eigenvalue of equation (7) areconfirmed bythe numerical results.
The real part of the susceptibility is proportional to the probe
refraction and its dispersion is related to the group velocity. The
double-L system provides a positive dispersion as in the usual EIT
system and leads to subluminal light propagation with Vg , c.I n
Fig. 2b, the SGC-induced transparency is accompanied by a remark-
ably large slope for the real part of the susceptibility and therefore
slowlightpropagationcomparedtotheconventionalEIT.Thegroup
velocity atthe conventional EITisinvariant but thegroup velocity at
theSGC-inducedtransparencydropsastheupperspacingdecreases,
which confirms the different origin of the two types of transparency.
Similar SGC effects for the group velocity in a V-type atomic system
Figure 2 | Double trapping three-peaked EIT spectra. (a) Absorption and
(b)dispersionasafunctionoftheprobedetuningD12inadouble-Lsystem
withparallel dipoles inan isotropic vacuum forupper spacing v12 50.0c0
(black), v12 5 2.0c0 (magenta), v12 5 4.0c0 (green), and v12 5 6.0c0
(blue).V115 V2153.0c0, V125 V2250.03c0,Cxx5 Czz 51.0c0,and the
coupling detuning D11 5 0.0v12.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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54.Removing SGCdoesn’tchange the groupvelo-
city at the conventional EIT.
Since the ground level jb1æ is coupled to two closely lying upper
levels with a strong field, three peaks appear in the absorption spec-
trum, which characterizes the energy structure of the dressed state
regardless of SGC. As shown in Fig. 2, the three peaks shift with the
upper spacing v12 in the absorption spectra and their positions
exactly correspond to the eigenvalues of equation (4). Linewidths
of the central peaks for v12 5 2.0c0, 4.0c0, 6.0c0 are increased as
0.010c0, 0.101c0, 0.257c0, respectively, in agreement with the predic-
tion of the dressed state analysis. In this case, the right peak widens
but the left peak narrows with increasing upper level spacing. The
destructive interference between parallel dipoles makes the sideband
linewidths larger and the linewidth of central peak smaller.
The positions and linewidths of the absorption peaks also depend
on the coupling detuning D11, the coupling Rabi frequency V11, and
the anisotropic Purcell factors as shown in Fig. 3. As the coupling
detuning grows, the conventional EIT window shifts along the same
direction due to the two-photon resonance and the peak positions
move with it, but the SGC-induced transparency point is fixed at the
probe detuning of D12 5 2.0c0. When D11 5 2.0c0, the SGC-induced
trapping condition for the coupling transition is satisfied and the
transparency window extends within the whole range of the probe
detuning as shown in Fig. 3a. Deviating from this value of the coup-
ling detuning in both directions broadens the central peak, in agree-
ment with a previous report
52. Furthermore, as the coupling Rabi
frequencies are increased, the separation between the peaks
increases, but the two transparent points are fixed since both trap-
ping conditions are not destroyed (Fig. 3b). Simultaneously, the
central peak approaches the SGC-induced transparent point and
becomes narrower and lower.
Figures 3c, d present the dependence of spectral linewidths on the
Purcellfactors.ThePurcellfactorsdon’taffectthetransparentpoints
and the trapping population distributions. We can alter the decay
rates and the cross damping of all the channels through an isotropic
vacuumorchangeeitherpairofdecayratesandcrossdampingtothe
samegroundstatebyananisotropicvacuum.WhenisotropicPurcell
factors increase, the linewidths of three absorption peaks grow pro-
portionally and the heights of peaks drop inversely. When only the
Purcell factor along the z axis Czz increases, similar effects happen
with reduced magnitude. All numerical calculations of positions and
linewidths of absorption peaks are consistent with the predictions of
the dressed state analysis. The above results demonstrate the pos-
sibility to control the linewidths of the double-trapping EIT spectra
by a custom-designed resonant plasmon nanocavity, which we now
present.
PolarizedEITspectrainaresonantplasmonnanocavity.Torealize
the mechanism for double trapping of populations and allow experi-
mental investigation of the three-peaked linewidth-controllable EIT
spectra at the nanoscale, we propose a custom-designed hybrid
system of the quantum system and the resonant plasmon
nanocavity. The designed silver nanocavity has several features. In
orderto ensureeffective near field excitation of the quantum system,
theresonancewavelengthoftheplasmonnanocavitymustmatchthe
wavelength of the pumping transition channels, i.e., the transitions
from the upper levels ja1æ and ja2æ to the lower level jb1æ. The
proposed back to back ‘‘E’’-shaped design in Fig. 4a guarantees
uniform distributions of electric fields and Purcell factors within
an area of at least 100 3 100 nm
2, where the quantum system can
be located. Furthermore, in this area the near field is strongly
enhanced, and the absolute values of the Purcell factors are
Figure 3 | The linewidth control of three peaks. Absorption as a function of the probe detuning D12 in a double-L system with varying (a) coupling
detuningsD11,(b)couplingRabifrequenciesV11,(c)isotropicPurcellfactorsCxx5Czz,and(d)anisotropicPurcellfactorsCzz.Otherparametersremain
the same as in Fig. 2 and v12 5 4.0c0.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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of Czz/c0 is much larger than that of Cxx/c0. Crucially, using present
nanofabrication techniques, this silver nanostructure can be
successfully fabricated in the laboratory.
To demonstrate the above properties, we use Green’s tensor
method
55,56 (see Methods) with the mesh of 10 nm, to characterize
the resonant silver subwavelength cavity of dimensions x 3 y 3 z 5
230 3 200 3 30 nm
3, as shown in Fig. 4a. Figure 4b displays its
absorption spectrum showing several peaks, but the largest res-
onance is at the wavelength of l 5 600 nm which matches the
transitions of ja1æ«jb1æ and ja2æ«jb1æ of the quantum system.
Itisnotedthat,formatchingdifferentquantum system,theresonant
wavelength of plasmon nanocavity can be designed on demand.
Then, we explored the near field distributions and Purcell factor
distributions at l 5 600 nm. It is found that from z 5 60 nm to z
5 140 nm there are strong near field enhancement and large aniso-
tropic Purcell factors. Increasing the distance from the metallic sur-
face to the quantum system decrease the near fields and the Purcell
factors approach 1.0. Most importantly, in the xy-plane, there is an
area of about 100 3 100 nm
2 with almost uniform electric fields and
PurcellfactorsasshowninFigs.4c–f.Generally,thelargertheelectric
field Ex and the Purcell factor Cxx/c0, the smaller Ez and Czz/c0, and
viceversa.Theanisotropyofelectricfieldsguaranteesboththepolar-
ized excitation of the quantum system and linewidth control using
thenearfield(orRabifrequencies)inEITspectra,andtheanisotropy
of Purcell factors provides the effective control of linewidths of three
EIT peaks.
In the xy-plane of z 5 100 nm, we choose three points 0, 1, and 2,
at which the quantum system can be located. They are shown in
Fig. 4a, point 0 is at the center and points 1 and 2 are set as front
and right 50 nm from the center. We let two sets of dipoles be
orthogonal, one is along the x-axis and the other z-axis. First, we
let the dipoles of ja1æ«jb1æ and ja2æ«jb1æ be excited by the optical
near field Ex of the silver nanocavity and the dipoles of ja1æ«jb2æ
and ja2æ«jb2æ are scanned by the probe field. It is found that the
positionsandlinewidthsofthethreepeaksinEITspectraarenotvery
sensitive to the location of the quantum system, shown as the green,
blue and red curves in Fig. 5a (the right part of which shows the
linewidthdetailsofthecentralpeak),whichcomesfromtheuniform
design of electric field and Purcell factor distributions. Next, we let
the channels of excitation and scanning be exchanged. At points 0
and 1, the three-peaked EIT spectra are not presented due to very
weak near fields (not shown in the figure). However, for point 2,
when the quantum system is excited by the near field of the z dir-
ection,thereisanobviouschangeinpositionsandlinewidthsofthree
peaks, shown as black curves in Fig. 5a. Thus for the near field
excitation of different directions, polarized EIT spectra are clearly
observed.
Finally, we calculate the EIT spectra of the quantum system at the
center for the different distance from the metallic surface at z 5
80 nm (point 3), 100 nm, 120 nm (point 4), and 140 nm (point 5),
respectively. The results, shown in Fig. 5b with the right part of
amplified central peaks, indicate that the peaks and widths of three
peaks are very sensitive to the distance of the quantum system from
Figure 4 | The resonant silver nanocavity with the near field and Purcell factor distributions. (a) Schematic of a resonant silver nanocavity and (b) its
absorption. Near field distributions (c) Ex and (d) Ez, and anisotropic Purcell factors (e) Cxx/c0 and (f) Czz/c0 on the xy-plane 70 nm from the metallic
surface and at the wavelength of l 5 600 nm.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Purcell factors. To sum up, position-dependent linewidth-control-
lable polarized EIT spectra of the designed quantum system is rea-
lized at the nanoscale in a plasmon nanocavity.
Discussion
Itisnotedthat,intheaboveSGC-induced trapping condition [equa-
tion (3)] of a quantum system with crossing damping, it is required
thatthetwosetsofdipolesarestrictlyparallel.Thisisdifficulttofulfil
in a general atomic system, thus experimental realizations of this
kind of system are seldom investigated
52,57. One possible scheme to
observe the phenomena experimentally is using the Rubidium 85
hyperfine structure
52. The two ground states jb1æ and jb2æ are 5S1/2,
F 5 3 and 5S1/2, F 5 2. The upper state 5P1/2, F 5 3 is coupled to
5D3/2, F 5 4 by a strong field. Thus the upper state splits into two
dressed states corresponding to ja1æ and ja2æ, according to the
dressedstateanalysis.Thentheatomicsystemcanfulfillthetrapping
condition that dipoles between ja1æ«jbiæ and ja2æ«jbiæ (for i 5 1,
2) are parallel. Another potential quantum system to form the above
four-level system is dual CdSe/ZnS/CdSe nanocrystals
58,59. Their
photoluminescence peak positions lie in the optical window, such
asl5600 nm,andtheirlifetimeisontheorderofnanoseconds.The
position of each state in both the nanostructures isolated by the wide
bandgapbarriercanbeindependentlytuned,whichleadstoadesign
of the desired four-level system by changing materials and sizes.
Furthermore, altering the thickness of the barrier layer can control
the coupling between the two upper states.
In summary, we have theoretically investigated the EIT of the
four-level double-L quantum system and its nanoscale realization
in the resonant plasmon nanocavity. We have first analytically
derived the double trapping conditions of populations, leading to
two transparent points in the EIT spectra. By evaluating the master
equations, we have numerically obtained the three-peaked line-
width-controllable EIT spectra, and found the positions and line-
widths of peaks in agreement with the predictions of the dressed
stateanalysis.Furthernumericalinvestigationsindicatethattheline-
widths of these peaks can be well modulated by the level spacing of
two upper levels, pump Rabi frequencies and detunings, and iso-
tropic and anisotropic Purcell factors. Finally, the combined system,
composedofthecustom-designedresonantplasmonnanocavityand
the quantum system, has been proposed to realize the three-peaked
linewidth-controllable polarized EIT spectra at the nanoscale. This
studybridgesthefieldsoftraditionalquantumopticsandplasmonics
associated with the strong near field enhancement and ultrasmall
optical mode area and will benefit low photon number quantum
nonlinear optics and quantum information processing.
Methods
The equations of motion for the state vectors. With the Weisskopf-Wigner
approximation, the dissipation is incorporated via the equations of motion for the
state vectors, A1(t), A2(t), B1(t), and B2(t):
d
dt
A1 t ðÞ ~{ iD11z
c11zc12
2
  
A1 t ðÞ {
k1zk2
2
A2 t ðÞ ziV11B1 t ðÞ ziV12B2 t ðÞ ,
d
dt
A2 t ðÞ ~{ iD21z
c21zc22
2
  
A2 t ðÞ {
k 
1zk 
2
2
A1 t ðÞ ziV21B1 t ðÞ ziV22B2 t ðÞ ,
d
dt
B1 t ðÞ ~iV
 
11A1 t ðÞ ziV
 
21A2 t ðÞ ,
d
dt
B2 t ðÞ ~i D12{D11 ðÞ B2 t ðÞ ziV
 
12A1 t ðÞ ziV
 
22A2 t ðÞ :
ð7Þ
The upper spacing v12 is much less than the dipole transition frequencies,
guaranteeingthatthedipolemomentsbetweentheupperlevelsandoneoftheground
levels interact with the common electromagnetic vacuum. This leads to crossing
damping terms k 5 k1 1 k2 and k ~k 
1zk 
2, which represent the quantum
interferencebetweenthespontaneousemissionpathwaysandstronglydependonthe
properties of the vacuum. In a general vacuum with anisotropic Purcell factors, the
intersection angle between the dipole moment~ mij and the xaxis is hij, for i, j 5 1, 2. If
we let the y axis be the quantum axis, the damping terms are given by
cij~
mij
     
     
2
m11 jj
2 Cxx cos2 hijzCzz sin2 hij
  
and kj~
m1jm 
2j
m11 jj
2 Cxx cosh1j cosh2jz
 
Czz sinh1j sinh2jÞ,fori,j51,2,whereCzz/c0andCxx/c0arethePurcellfactorsinthex
and z directions, and c0 ~
m11 jj
2v3
a1b1
3p0h  c3
 !
is the decay rate in a vacuum for the
transition between ja1æ and jb1æ. According to these expressions, large values of
crossing damping, which lead to destructive interference, appear in a vacuum only
with nearly parallel dipoles
48 or in an anisotropic vacuum even with orthogonal
dipoles
19,49.
Green’s tensor method. In the design of resonant plasmon nanostructure, Green’s
tensor method for solving the near field and anisotropic Purcell factors is used
55,56.
When an arbitrary shaped subwavelength structure with the electric permittivity
r, v ðÞ embedded in the homogeneous bulk material with 0 v ðÞ ,the field E(r)a ta n y
point r satisfies the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
E r ðÞ ~E0 r ðÞ zk2
ð
V
dr’G0 r, r’, v ðÞ s r’, v ðÞ :E r’ ðÞ , ð8Þ
whereVdenotestheclusterssubspace, s r, v ðÞ ~ r, v ðÞ { 0 v ðÞ ,andGreen’stensor
in a three dimensional system is
G0 r, r’, V ðÞ ~ I{
1{ik0R
k2
0R2 I{
{3z3ik0Rzk2
0R2
k2
0R4 RR
  
exp ik0R ½ 
4pR
ð9Þ
where R 5 jRj 5 jr 2 r9j and k2
0~k2
0 v ðÞ . The needed anisotropic Purcell
factors
17,18,60 can be expressed as the Green’s tensor coefficients
Czz=c0~3la1b1 ImG r ðÞ zz and Cxx=c0~3la1b1 ImG r ðÞ xx in the x and z directions,
where G r ðÞ ~G0 r ðÞ zk2 Ð
V dr’G0 r, r’, v ðÞ s r
0
, v
   :G r
0   
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